The cast list for the Amarillo Little Theatre production of

Charlie Bucket ........................................... Graham Moore
Willy Wonka ............................................. Dennis Humphrey
Grandpa Joe ............................................. Michael Jones
Mrs. Bucket ............................................. Megan Gore
Augustus Gloop ......................................... Lane Donathan
Mrs. Gloop ............................................. Shannon Mashburn
Veruca Salt ............................................. Hannah Moore
Mr. Salt ................................................... Nels Bjork
Violet Beauregarde .................................... Sabrina Ali
Mr. Beauregarde ......................................... Kyle Gipson
Mike Teavee ............................................ Wyatt Hall
Mrs. Teavee ............................................. Sara Pennington-Booher
Mrs. Green ................................................. Lindsay Donathan
Grandma Josephine ................................... Treva Oller
Grandpa George ......................................... Jeff Wyrick
Grandma Georgina ..................................... Kryss Miller
Jerry ........................................................ Colton Harada
Cherry ..................................................... Christy Corder

Adult Ensemble
Ikaris Bard
Halyn Derington
Saturn Horton
Kallie Huckabay
Tia Hunt
Colby Hurt
Dillon Kizarr
Kristin McCarrell
Sean Pritchard
Nicholas Shaffer
Michael Villarreal

Kids Ensemble
Cinda Alexander
Claire Attaway
Kennedy Cardenas
Laken Derington
Alessandro Dieguez
Piper Gore
Emerson Johnston
Ivy McCarrell
Lincoln McCarrell
Jace Norris
Declan Oliver
Wesley Willburn
Ellison Wyrick

Oompa Loompas
Piper Carlson
Brooklyn Comer
Octavia Coulson
Wyatt Dodson
Colin Gaitan
Jaxson Gaitan
Ruby Graves
Evelyn Johnston
Addie Munkres
Libby Reynolds
Mary Caroline Saied
Olivia Tidmore
Bentley Tobias
Benjamin Vasquez
Alexis Williams
Grady Wyrick

Thank you to all 120 of you that came to audition for this show. It was awesome to see so much talent on our stage. We appreciate you all. The production team looked at many factors when it came to casting including conflicts, height, pairing with other cast members, etc... Reminder that this is a big puzzle and sometimes the perfect piece just doesn’t fit with all the others. Whether you were cast in this show or you are destined for future shows, know that you did great and that we hope to see you audition in the future! Don’t forget the Academy will be announcing its season of shows soon that students will be able to audition for and our production of Chemical Imbalance will be coming up next for the Mainstage.

If you see your name on the cast list above, there will be a cast meeting on Monday, July 24th at 7:00pm at the ALT Allen Shankles Mainstage. Please enter through the front doors and bring a pencil and a folder. At the meeting, we will hand out scripts, scores, schedules and take costume measurements. A vocal rehearsal will also follow the meeting. If you have a conflict on Monday, look for an email with more information.

If you are interested in a crew position for this show, please email our volunteer coordinator Lissa Garren at lissa@amarillolittletheatre.org! We would love to have your help! Thank you.